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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

DOCKET NO. 50-390

ISSUANCE OF DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206

Notice is hereby given that the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation (NRR), has taken action on a Petition of February 14, 1996

(Petition), for action under Section 2.206 of Title 10 of the CODE OF FEDERAL

REGULATIONS (10 CFR 2.206) filed by Ms. Faith Young (Petitioner) of Dixon

Springs, Tennessee. The Petitioner asks that the NRC rescind Watts Bar's

license to operate until the alleged issue of increased radioactive

contamination of the plant's emission is resolved.

Petitioner believes that the lake containing Ahe water used to cool

Watts Bar's core contains sediment previously contaminated by radioactive

material. Over the lifetime of Watts Bar's operation, according to

Petitioner, uncontrolled access to the lake will disturb this sediment, which

will in turn contaminate water drawn into the plant's cooling system.

Petitioner believes that the issue of heightened radioactive contamination of

nuclear power plant emissions has not been previously addressed. The Notice

of Receipt of Petition Under 10 CFR 2.206 was published in the Federal

Register on April 4, 1996 (61 FR 15151).
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The Director of NRR determined that the Petition should be denied for

the reasons explained in the "Director's Decision under 10 CFR 2.206" (DD-96-10

), the complete text of which follows this notice and is available for public

inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room at 2120 L Street, NW.,

Washington, D. C., and at the Local Public Document Room for the Watts Bar

Nuclear Plant at the Chattanooga-Hamilton County Library, 1001 Broad Street,

Chattanooga, Tennessee.

A copy of this Director' Decision will be filed with the Secretary of

the Commission for the Commission's to review in accordance with 10 CFR

2.206(c). As provided by this regulation, this Decision will constitute the

final action of the Commission 25 days after the date of issuance, unless the

Commission, on its own motion, institutes a review of the Decision within that

time.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 9thday of July 1996.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

William T. Russell, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Original Signea By
WILLIAM T. RUSSELL

William T. Russell, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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Petitioner's request for action pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206, as specifically

stated in the letter of February 14, 1996, is denied.

A copy of this Final Director's Decision will be filed with the

Secretary of the Commission for the Commission's review in accordance with

10 CFR 2.206(c). This Decision will become the final action of the Commission

25 days after issuance unless the Commission, on its own motion, institutes

review of the Decision within that time.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OrfgfnaT SfgneZ1 -f
WILLIAM T. RUSSELL

William T. Russell, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 9th day of - Ju y -1996
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May 29, 1996
.

DOCKET NO(S). 50-390 and
50-391

SEE ATTACHED LIST

SUBJECT: TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1&2

The following documents concerning our review of the subject facility are transmitted for your information.
DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT

Notice of Receipt of Application

Draft/Final Environmental Statement

Notice of Availability of Draft/Final Environmental Statement

Safety Evaluation Report, or Supplement No.

Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact

Notice of Issuance of Environmental Assessment

Notice of Consideration of Issuance of Facility Operating License or Amendment to Facility Operating License
Biweekly Notice; Applications and Amendments to Operating Licenses
Involving No Significant Hazards Conditions See Pa g e~s)

Exemption

Construction Permit No. CPPR- , Amendment No.

Facility Operating License No. ,Amendment No.

Order

Monthly Operating Report for transmitted by Letter

X Annual/Semi-Annual Report: Radiological Environ Operatinhg Report

transmitted by Letter

Other

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Project Directorate II-3
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II.

Enclosures:
As Stated

S U N P. .. ... ................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SURNAME - 2 . .6 .. .1 .....................................................6.................... ...................... .........................................
DATE-. - -51-- -.-
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Chief
Division of Habitat Conservation
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U. S. Department of the Interior
Washington, D. C. 20240

Dr. William Cunningham
FDA Research Chemist
National Institute of Standards

and Technology
Reactor Building 235, Room B-108
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Radiation Management, 3-AIR
345 Courtland Street NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30365
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NUNITED STATES
S, Go SNUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Z WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-01

February 6, 1996

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Jackson
Commissioner Rogers

FROM: James M. Taylor >
Executive Dire r for Operations

SUBJECT: WATTS BAR FUL POWER OPERATING LICENSE [REISSUED TO CORRECT
QUESTION 3 AND TO CLARIFY ATTACHMENT 3]

In response to Chairman Jackson's memorandum dated February 1, 1996, the staff
has prepared the following responses to the specific questions. The staff
also requested that TVA independently respond to the questions (except for
Question 3). The staff's request (Attachment 1) and TVA's response
(Attachment 2) are attached.

In addition, the staff has reviewed the transcript of the Watts Bar Commission
meeting held on January 31, 1996. Attachment 3 provides the questions asked
by the Commission, and the staff's response to each question. The staff has
concluded that the answers provided are responsive and accurate, with one
response benefiting from some clarification. Mr. Russell's comment
(transcript Page 71, line 20) that the Commission requires that an applicant
identify differences between their application and the Standard Review Plan
(SRP) was intended as a comment about the licensing process in general. The
specific requirement, contained in 10 CFR 50.34(g), requires that applications
for operating licenses docketed after May 17, 1982, include an evaluation of
the facility against the SRP. Thus, this requirement does not apply to Watts
Bar because its operating license application was submitted on September 27,
1976. Deviations from Regulatory Guides to which TVA is committed are
documented as described during the Commission meeting.

QUESTION 1: How does the reliability of the Watts Bar radiation monitors
compare with the reliability experienced in the industry?

RESPONSE: Radiation monitor failures have occurred since system turnover.
For monitors addressed in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM), the
majority of out-of-service conditions resulted from maintenance activities to
locate and correct excessive system electrical noise. TVA believes that they
have corrected these problems. TVA and the staff expect the reliability of
the radiation monitors to increase as problems are identified and resolved.

Contact: Frederick J. Hebdon, NRR
301/415-1468

080049
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The staff does not require licensees to trend the availability of radiation
monitors nor is the staff aware of any industry-wide data base on the
availability of radiation monitors. In addition, the staff does not trend the
availability of radiation monitors.

However, in response to this question, the staff requested that the resident
inspectors at four sites in Region II conduct an informal survey of radiation
monitor availability. The four sites surveyed were McGuire, Crystal River,
Harris, and Turkey Point. Three of the four sites use primarily Sorrento
detectors, the same manufacturer as Watts Bar. Due to variation among
licensees regarding the definition and tracking of unavailability, the staff
found that the information gathered was not directly comparable to Watts Bar.

Nevertheless, in the judgment of the staff experienced in this area, the
availability of the radiation monitors at Watts Bar has been consistent with
the availability seen in the industry. TVA's response to this question is in
Attachment 2.

QUESTION 2: What is the inventory of spare parts and how easy is
maintaining this inventory (i.e, are the parts still
available from the manufacturer)?

RESPONSE: The staff conducted inspections in October and November 1995, and
during the week of January 22, 1996, that included the Watts Bar spare parts
program. These inspections verified that the spare parts inventory was based
originally on engineering reviews of Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System
(NPRDS) and Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) data. The current program
has established minimum and re-order part quantities based on vendor
recommendations and industry experience. TVA indicated that based on actual
operating experience at Watts Bar, the current spare parts inventory is
expected to be modified further. From the review of equipment lists,
operability data and discussions with Watts Bar staff, regarding out-of-
service equipment, the inspector determined that spare parts have been
available and have not affected system availability.

Numerous parts have been ordered and received from the vendor over the last
year. TVA has additional parts on order.

TVA has provided more detailed information on the quantity of spare parts
onsite and on order (Attachment 2).

QUESTION 3: Can the staff give assurance that the allegations in the 2.206
petition and referenced deviations do not contain any health and
safety or regulatory concerns that would affect granting a full
power operating license?

RESPONSE: The staff has reviewed all of the allegations that are still open
on Watts Bar in accordance with NRC Management Directive 8.8, Management of
Allegations; and concluded that, if true, the allegations are not material to
the licensing decision and do not affect the staff's recommendation to issue
the full-power license. In addition, the staff has inspected each allegation,
and found no information that would affect the staff's recommendation to issue
the full-power license.
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Because the 2.206 petition indicates an apparent misunderstanding about the
conclusions reached in SSER 16 about the licensing basis of the radiation
monitoring system, the staff plans to supplement that evaluation in SSER 20 to
clarify any misunderstanding.

The staff is continuing to process the 2.206 petition. The staff has not
identified any technical issues that would warrant immediate revocation or
suspension of the Watts Bar Unit 1 low-power license; or would, if true,
affect the staff's recommendation to issue a full-power license. The staff is
preparing an initial response to the 2.206 petition.

In general, the review of requested deviations is conducted as part of the
review of an overall program in a given area (e.g., fire protection). The
staff considers the nature and scope of the approved deviations, both
individually and collectively, as part of its assessment of the acceptability
of the program. In addition, each request by TVA for a deviation or exception
was reviewed by the staff and, where justified, approved. The basis for the
justification for each deviation is documented in the SSERs.

Finally, the memo
implementation of
Attachment 2, TVA
vehicle bomb rule

Attachments: 1.
2.
3.

requested assurance that TVA has committed to accelerate the
the vehicle bomb rule. Based on the information provided in
has begun efforts to accelerate implementation of the
and expects to complete implementation by February 17, 1996.

Ltr fm NRC to TVA, 2/2/96
Ltr fm TVA to NRC, 2/3/96
Excerpts from Watts Bar Commission Meeting on 1/31/96

cc w/attachment: SECY OGC OCA OPA
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,+ ,Ao, UNITED STATES

4 ANUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Was WASHINGTON, D.C. 2M&-ot

February 2, 1996

Mr. Oliver D. Kingsley, Jr.
President, TVA Nuclear and
Chief Nuclear Officer

Tennessee Valley Authority
6A Lookout Place
1101 Market Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2801

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1

Dear Mr. Kingsley:

During the Commission Meeting held on January 31, 1996, concerning the

readiness of the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Unit 1 for a full power operating

license, Chairman Jackson raised questions related to the radiation monitoring,

system availability and spare parts inventory, and the status of

implementation of the vehicle bomb rule. These questions are contained in the

enclosed memorandum from Chairman Jackson to Mr. James M. Taylor, dated

February 1, 1996. With regard to Question 1, you are requested to address the

availability of the Watts Bar radiation monitors compared with the industry

experience. Please respond to each of the questions, except for Question 3.

Sincerely,

R .zi4 4an
Associate Director for Projects
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Docket No. 50-390

Enclosure: Memorandum

cc w/enclosure: See next page
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2065

February 1, 1996
CHAIRMAN

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

James M. Taylor

Shirley Ann Jackson f-

SECY-96-019, WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT 1 -
READINESS TO RECEIVE A FULL-POWER OPERATING
LICENSE

Before voting in this matter I request that the staff provide a
written response to the questions that I posed in the January 31,
1996 Commission meeting. In addition I request written answers
to three additional questions which follow. Please provide this
information by Monday, February 5, 1996.

1. How does the reliability of the Watts Bar radiation monitors
compare with the reliability experienced in the industry?

2. What is the inventory of spare parts for the radiation
monitors and how easy is maintaining this inventory?

3. Can the staff give assurance that the allegations in the
2.206 petition and referenced deviations do not contain any
health and safety or regulatory concerns that would affect
granting a full power operating license?

Finally, I would like assurance that TVA has committed to
accelerate the implementation of the vehicle bomb rule.

cc: Commissioner Rogers
SECY
OGC

fp.

ENCLOSURE



Mr. Oliver D. Kingsley, Jr.
Tennessee Valley Authority

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

cc:
Mr. 0. J. Zeringue, Sr. Vice President
Nuclear Operations
Tennessee Valley Authority
3B Lookout Place
1101 Market Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2801

Or. Mark 0. Medford, Vice President
Engineering & Technical Services
Tennessee Valley Authority
3B Lookout Place
1101 Market Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2801

Mr. D. E. Nunn, Vice President
New Plant Completion
Tennessee Valley Authority
3B Lookout Place
1101 Market Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2801

Mr. J. A. Scalice, Site Vice
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Tennessee Valley Authority
P.O. Box 2000
Spring City, TN 37381

General Counsel
Tennessee Valley Authority
ET 11H
400 West Summit Hill Drive
Knoxville, TN 37902

Mr. P. P. Carier, Manager
Corporate Licensing
Tennessee Valley Authority
4G Blue Ridge
1101 Market Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2801

Mr. B. S. Schofield
Site Licensing Manager
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Tennessee Valley Authority
P.O. Box 2000
Spring City, TN 37381

TVA Representative
Tennessee Valley Authority
11921 Rockville Pike
Suite 402
Rockville, MD 20852

President

Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Region II
101 Marietta
Atlanta, GA

Senior Reside
Watts Bar Nuc
U.S. Nuclear
1260 Nuclear
Spring City,

Commission

Street, NW., Suite 2900
30323

!nt Inspector
lear Plant
Regulatory Commission
Plant Road
TN 37381

The Honorable Robert Aikman
County Executive
Rhea County Courthouse
Dayton, TN 37321

The Honorable Garland Lanksford
County Executive
Meigs County Courthouse
Decatur, TN 37322

Mr. Michael H. Mobley, Director
Division of Radiological Health
3rd Floor, L and C Annex
401 Church Street
Nashville, TN 37243-1532

Ms. Michelle Neal
Energy Project
The Foundation for

Global Sustainability
P.O. Box 1101
Knoxville, TN 37901

Ms. Ann Harris
305 Pickel Road
Ten Mile, TN 37880

Ms. Beth Zilbert, Energy Campaigner
Greenpeace
20 13th Street, NE.
Atlanta, GA 30309

Mr. James P. Riccio
Public Citizen
4340 Georgetown Square, #612
Atlanta, GA 30338
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U.3, tfUcleal. Cesu2lea@ y Commission
ATTN! DctuliefLt ContrO1 Peak
Washintgton, ID.C. 20555

tSeIntlemen;

Docket NOO. 50-390In the Katter UE
Tenr~esseC Valley Auth'vdty

ATSns aR muCjA. LANT (W0N) UNIT I - RMOUPFT FOR ADDITIONAL
INtOU iN I 1WWOPT OF IXSSEAC OF rvLL POER LIC9SE

By letcer dated fstruary , Ma99e, :1C 1equwated TVA, to p:ovide
onswex; to questions posed by Ghoxlman Jackson ln iappoz of hex
review VQTVA's zsque*U rox a licensi authoxising {a11 powen

eration at Watti bar Vnit 1. Tho quetuuoal .ud TVA's regponsen
are provided beluw.

QOuatioss 1. How dces the tel±&bility of thc Watt. DS radiation
mw=1;tora a;rs r witlh the reliability expeNeLOced in
the industry

IesponseO!

Wvttts Bar Nuclear Plan Is as plaued a hcgh priartty on the rt4iation
MoAitoring yatert and LzeukW tho avall ai ty of the Pemnantly
ir)stalled nadiqtion mnwaiLUS1, o Th14 rclect. our coiutmesntf to
hignh *tndasds of perfoumance aud the 001e6ful approach to power
operation being taken at W"LL* Bar. As wae noted in our revent

,,91
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Thi.s GonsivLw or Technical Spcficat-ioi uioritcr ovdiilability o0
9rL .0 Awvcilka. ~afl aValbllUi~t~y of the offntta Dome Calculation
Xa46V'.(oDC3M) atv~ii..ors 93.4 yw-rut~nt- 11uwever1 two OD)CM rnon~tors
waxc out of NOUVIce for an ateK¶Oled periodI of time# centr±buting to
thia level. 'Th1a~e problemis have 1,Oorn correctsd add as a lesult1.
thre oivallL3.UlLy co~ tJ±e OCDC monitozaf as well mu the. syStOM as a
Whole, II expected to inc~reftne.

Tw, '.Ld IL, p~ccurinq 1-i z~er-onsa ii'c. identifted nine U0tI1iti.S
ibtht. wexe conai~artd to have gQOd Ssytemi P*XfuZrflfco tr8ajkiinj

uupbiltitm. VA kiLLmpunp.d to contact all nine of these utJ.3JtiH~
but we$ wiavcceasft~l in leacitic~ fou-, TVA performed twr; infornnl~
talepliva survey ur the~ remiaip.P'g five utilities. ha would be
expected in the babence oC' Sepci~fic numerical stn Z~r
availabi&lity of :adiation "nitora, theze W&5 no at5fthcI&d
laeLhodology .Fox d"LveC Inin.L avilabili±ty amozig the utilities

*uvyc.On tilit does not fopitally Qe1quGLt 4.alaobili¶tyr
bUU. 4JOvC t=&Ck Mant~ POfrtoMsnee by legging ou-j-rr~.Limp..
4Thi doat, howevere is not tabily =etiaLevable onci no talget fuL
Inuulitar pefor~mn~ I1LMI boau eatabli5Z'.gt. .Ac~xrutility rrdcks,
zesults of qvzv~ Technical specification surveiflances by
re;grdng the numnber of monitora thaL peuu and fail, 'A third
util.Lty dOGs tiauk xuvliabiliryp but excludes d~own ti.nke for plannoo
mnajntetiance £nj minfor ptoblJTm, raking c0M)dLiEvvn wltl; Vfttts bar

Tha~ teitita.lriA two u1tilitien h,,va a torlwal avai ?bi¶1ry T~racking
,pograui LhuL Is similaer to that at NSN~. *Thesie utilities have an
availaobility target Of 95 percenit for these mozziitOra within the
scope oE tug tuaintenance rUle. TZhey track the availab~i..lity of di-'l
mnonituL'b, aut just those subject to the rul~e. Tbip availability
informati~n obtAinad Er=m trieee utilities showed thr vri sys~tetn5
at these Uwr pan~ts perform slightly hettec than the 95.4 percent
.Ytcm VaQ.UO R'P 1ettC Bar, TV? )ha* COnclud*Qd that.1 the radistilon

zmnozitor3 dt Wt~ts Bar arc perfQ&~.;tuy wvell in compazilsun wi.th the
utailitSiea ntu-ve ed aad Wavrmt ~Rr Is tracking ~-ymtpm pErformonce tn
prc.vido accurancs that the aystiuii will continue to perform 'dell.

Queation 2. What iz t.h. ~11-ertory of 41*4 part a fox the radiation
aIonitoa Aza how en-Sy Ie mano:teinimng this i.nventca~y?

Respo~nme:

The C1.X9CuL InvenLoxy at. WNt consists of over 500 line iteirs, wiith
a value. greater thezr, 0lM. Thim iniuludea Spare parts from Sorrento
Sleotronl.c*/Oeneral Atomnic*, Eberline Irstr~iments, and KEvr
Instriltant:. A review r.'C Uhooe upo.e parts conaidered most
critical (tLich as' :Pare detect-ors, Prea plificrii power aUpplies,
and pumipa) conf irnied thet adequote upore parts are aval 1:1*. in TVA
izmvvntory. Thiwo .lb vugzently 4&75K ur opere parts Pit vL-~eL CLvm
gorronto Electronivs, with delivery expmoc..ed no later than March 1,
1ODS'. The lazy* inlventoxy w9 cimilar bpiere paxts St Sequoyah and
flrowna Tanzy providkm additiunani asouazziiue that items will, be
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avs~.2.ble when, jjgtjcct. uinc-f vuznovez Lf bihet of spare mplt.ihas

gyatem to plant *pCationfl6 the UnOv~ila, tY faar i.t a

not been an iou in mltin~nq and re-pairing tSy3 em equipmeunt,

A 4wwjorlty ofZ 1..i *pr pattsa re ptovi'Jed bY Sorrento EleCtroniCa,

an afitOof General AtOM'4CS e~tbli±5hCd in 1.97~. Sorrento

ulert2roUn.V to a wori4-w4.oe provider of radiat±ion mnitori~ng
zya~1Lexx D. owmeaticallyt Uoxrcflto Eetronics hlas radiation
raonitozinfg ayotems inaLalled in approxi"A.tely 85 pea;ent ct all

niuclear powor pldnte. With thL5 bweadth 1 2tapocure in the n~Acedr

izxduasty, Sorrento xlatXrliCs ±8 clecarly positionled to be a long-
texnl ouppl4io of *pare and capLacament partri.

Th* N4RC memorandum whiich was attacYhed to NRC's F~ebruary 2, 1936,
jv~tezalo z~wvvdttd lassurLw~vt that TVA. ha5 ccmmitted to

avelezutse the implementation QC the vehic2.C bomb rule," TvA is
cazwaitted to and h.s* ±nj.Uated acceleration vC itie implemientation~
~activiti~s. Advezoc weather cu;rently being experienced at the

site haG ini~agit%~4 work, IC thid weathex imrve* by early naxt.
week, *a pzedLct~dp TVA expitust to be able to complete physical
wvork ass@cisted with implernenltatiofl of rne riula by February 9,
IM All reviews (includi.ng spp opriate vezilicationlh) and
conmpletion of rel.ated documentati.on will be conmpleted1 by
rebruary 17, 1996 TVA's origin5a. coirzutmentt was to O ciplSe trnis
work by rFeb:Luctiy 27, 1096.

If you should haeV any questiohat p3.000C contact mre et

1423) 365i-8767,

Watts Aar Nucle~r Plant
1260 RucnIear rlant Road
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EXCERPTS FROM THE TRANSCRIPT OF THE COMMISSION
MEETING DISCUSSION ON THE FULL POWER OPERATING LICENSE

FOR WATTS BAR
JANUARY 31, 1996

[CLARIFICATIONS TO THE TRANSCRIPT ARE SHOWN IN BOLDFACE BRACKETS]

1. (p 60, 1 16)

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. JAUDON:

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. JAUDON:

MR. JAUDON:

2. (p 61, 1 12)

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

MR. JAUDON:

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

You said 22 at Department of Labor and five,
that's 27.

And one in the final closure process, five
plus one. One is back with the enforcement
and investigation coordination staff and they
are drafting the final letter to the alleger.

That's 28. Isn't there one other?

And one in NRR. May I have Slide 5, please[?]

In summary, Watts Barr operations since the
issuance of a low power license have been
conservative and acceptable. Their
performance is typical, in my experience, of
a newly licensed plant. We shall continue to
inspect them closely. In addition to the
coverage provided by the residents and normal
regional support, we plan to do a team
assessment during the power ascension, if a
full power license is granted. Are there any
questions about the inspection activity?

I have one question about the control
rod position indicators. Are there any
other reactors that use this particular
system?

It is my understanding that other reactors
that have the heavy jack shafts and the boron
carbide have gone to a digital rod position
indication as part of the changeout. Watts
Barr elected to keep the original rod
position indication, and that made them
unique.

I see.

I- S y-fg,
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3. (p 61, 1 21)

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. JAUDON:

MR. VAN D[O]ORN:

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. VAN D(O]ORN:

4. (p 63, 1 4)

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

Have you reviewed the maintenance backlog,
and are there any items in that backlog that,
in your opinion, need to be worked before the
granting of the full power license?

I am going to ask our senior resident for
operations to answer that, if I can. Mr. Van
D[o]orn.

Yes. Kim Van D[o]orn, senior resident
inspector. We selectively look at those
backlogs and certainly look at all the things
that are carried on the POD on a regular
basis, on a daily basis. More indirectly,
what we do is evaluate as well their process
of evaluating and see what effect they have
on systems and how they prioritize them, and
that is really more effective for us, I
think, rather than look[ing] at [e]very
backlogged item. We approach it with
sampling [a-ik] to assure ourselves that they
are effectively evaluating and putting the
right priority on those issues. We have
attended meetings, and they take a very
conservative approach.

How do you do your sampling?

Well, obviously we have system knowledge, and
we can pretty much tell [the ] from the types
of issues that are being discussed in the
plan of the day, and we also, obviously,
regularly tour the plant and we look for
equipment problems that we see out there. If
we see anything that is an anomaly, of
course, we validate that they are tracking
it, and we look into specific aspects of
that. So it is just from our normal
knowledge of what is going on in the plant,
and what we see them addressing in the
morning meetings, and how management is
reviewing that, and what those issues are.

Have you reviewed any operator workarounds,
or control room deficiencies, and are there
any that should or could be corrected before
exceeding 5 percent power?

2
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MR. VAN D[O]ORN:

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. VAN D[O]ORN:

The definition of operator workaround is a
difficult one. I think TVA is still working
on what that exact definition is. Certainly,
there are --

Do you have a definition?

My definition would be, if it drives them out
of being able to comply with the procedure,
if it make[s] something inoperable and they
have to take something like compensatory
actions to meet a tech spec[; things] such as
that, other than provided for compensatory
actions, like there are in rad monitors, if
there is something special that has to be
done and they have to put -- [for instance,
Aa iat i a. a cratoAr ha;Ep a 1FMvalv ton makeL

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -p =apc -w 1 y WC

something like that ][for instance, a work
around exists where the automatic operation
of a valve is in a degraded or non-conforming
condition and manual operator action is
required to compensate]. Those types of
things I would consider operator workarounds,
and we know of none.

However, there are, obviously, some control
room [an]nunciation things which TVA talked
about. Those aren't good but, in a practical
sense, there are going to be some of those,
and we look at those daily. We walk the
boards, and see what tape recordter]s are out
of service, and so forth.

[See also questions 5 and 13]

5. (p 64, 1 3)

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. VAN D[O]ORN:

MR. RUSSELL:

Do we have any standards relative to control
room [an]nunciators? This goes back to
Commissioner Rogers['] question [that] he
posed to TVA, or is it that we just monitor
and look at what is?-

I don't think we have prescriptive regulatory
standards.

The requirements that are imposed are imposed
on individual systems as it relates to
operability of those systems, particularly
those that are called out with procedures
that relate to, for example, technical

3
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specifications.

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. RUSSELL:

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. RUSSELL:

MR. EBNETER:

When you are looking at things like
[anjnunciators, you are looking at it
relative to [w]hat?

Relative to regulatory requirements because
there are annunciators in the control room
that are not related directed to regulatory
requirements. So, if there is an.
annunciator out, it makes it difficult for

them to follow an alarm response procedure,
and that alarm response procedure is
required, where they, instead of using that
annunciator, have to use the plant process

computer, that would be a workaround. We
have recently put out some guidance, and a
workaround to the Staff is a degraded or
nonconforming condition for which you are
still operable, but you substitute some type
of human performance for that degraded or
nonconforming condition where you are not
within the specific actions where there are
previously approved compensatory actions.

And so, following on his comment, you have
identified none?

I have,-not personally reviewed [operator
workarounds at Watts Bar]. I am responding
generically. Based upon what he described,
based upon that, there would be no
workarounds at this point in time.

I should probably tell you, we discussed this
at the public meeting last week, and whatever
definition you use, I am quite sure you will
find there are some workarounds at Watts Bar,
and there are a number of workaround
definitions. Every station I go to has a
different definition. We are working on one
internally, and I believe INPO is working on
one, but I don't know of any standard
definition. But I think the general
definition, if I had to describe it real
quick, I would say it is anything that puts
an additional burden on the operators that
shouldn't be there because you are (not in
compliance] or in a degraded condition. But
I think the simple answer is, there are
probably some workarounds at TVA Watts Barr
no matter how you define it. I think there
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are some at every plant.

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. EBNETER:

6. (p 67, 1 16)

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. HEBDON:

But you are satisfied yourself that there are
none that we should particularly --

I don't know of any. I have relied primarily
on the resident staff for that. That is one
of the things that I have listed here as an
area that needs improvement when I get to my
section. One of them was listed as, there is
a need to clarify the concept of workarounds
and compensatory measures in the total scope
of [a] maintenance and corrective action
program.

You have "meets," are those the regulatory
requirements [slide 6 with respect to fire
protection]?

Those are the regulatory requirements.

[See also question 12]

7. (p 71, 1 8)

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. HEBDON:

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. HEBDON:

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. RUSSELL:

-- have there been any exemptions with
respect to the actual regulatory
requirements?

There have been no exemptions in the area of
the radiation monitors. There have been some
deviations to Reg Guide 1.97. I believe
there are five deviations to Reg Guide 1.97.

And they have all been documented?

They are documented in the SER. They are
reviewed by the Staff, and five have been
approved.

Do you have any questions?

If I could just provide one process piece of
information, the Commission, by rule,
requires that an applicant identify
differences between their application and
criteria and standards that are described in
the standard review plan that is in effect
for licensing of that plant. This is an aid
to Staff to focus on those areas of the

5



CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. RUSSELL:

8. (p 74, 1 25)

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

MR. HEBDON:

application where they are taking positions
that are different than generically approved
positions. That does not imply that because
they are different they are less safe or they
are not acceptable. The generic approval is
one way of meeting the regulations. Where
they deviate from that, there may be a case
specific reason that the licensee has. But
we review.that to make a determination as to
whether-it provides the necessary commitments
to meet the regulations. Each of those
deviations is typically documented in our
safety evaluation in the application first
and then in the safety evaluation.

I want to thank you for that lesson, Mr.
Russell. The point is simply that the
regulatory basis is clear; what the licensee
has committed to is clear; that if there are
exemptions from the regulatory requirements,
they have been so documented and granted;
that if there are deviations, that they have
been evaluated and so noted in the SERs or
supplemental SERs. And you are telling me
that all of that is true?

That's correct.

Just say a little bit about that. The
slide says the State of Tennessee
participation.

Right. There is a requirement in the
regulation that TVA conduct a full
participation exercise, [that] any licensee
applicant conduct a full participation
exercise within two years of issuance of the
full power license. The last full
participation exercise by TVA was in November
of 1993, so the two years had essentially
expired. As a result, they had to conduct
another full participation exercise, and the
State of Tennessee, through TVA, had
requested that they not do the ingestion
pathway portion of that exercise because they
had done it in the earlier exercises and they
had also exercised those capabilities because
the Sequoyah plant is also located in
Tennessee, and so they had requested that and
the Staff had approved that.

6



COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

9. (p 75, 1 17)

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. EBNETER:

MR. HEBDON:

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

10. (p 76, 1 4)

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. HEBDON:

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. JAUDON:

MR. EBNETER:

I see. All right. Thank you.

Are there any emergency preparedness issues
or concerns from FEMA or any other state or
local agency with respect to Watts Bar?

Not to my knowledge.

No. We have received from FEMA the finding
that they are required to make on the offsite
emergency planning, the reasonable assurance
finding, and that [had] been completed after
the exercise in November.

Okay.

Let me ask you one last thing with respect to
radiation monitoring. I know there were some
preoperational tests done, and they were at
an approved vendor facility; is that correct?

There was some calibration of some of the
individual detectors that were done. Some of
those are done on site and some of those are
done at vendor facilities using the
geometries that different detectors are
calibrated in different ways.

Do you require any power ascension testing in
he sense that you have these in a vendor
facility, obviously you are not in a
radiation environment.

Let me answer that. What Reg Guide 1.21
states and what TVA plans to do, as they have
told us, and are writing procedures to do[,]
is to take grab samples once they get a
source term, and compare those to the monitor
readings[. That] is a program that goes on
throughout the life of the plant, really, to
validate that.

We have the inspector here, George [Kuzo],
who will be monitoring this throughout, if
you would like to hear from him?
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CHAIRMAN JACKSON: Sure.

MR. [Kuzo]: I am George [Kuzo], senior radiation
specialist from Region II. And if you will
just ask your questions, I will be happy to
answer them. Do you want me just to
summarize my findings?

Regarding the calibrations, one of the first
things that I looked at, at Watts Bar,
because [of] some of the earlier problems did
involve calibrations and the loss of some
records mainly, I reviewed the vendor
documents to make sure that the calibrations
were done properly at the vendor facilities,
or [that] they had done some calibrations
onsite for some of the iodine monitors.

Another area that was of importance to review
["s] specifically for some of the sample
lines [,] was the construction and the
installation of the equipment. On all those,
initially, approximately one year ago, we had
some findings. You referenced some of the
violations that [were] in that inspection
report. Management paid a lot of increased
attention to that overall system, System 90.
They have an independent review that was
done, led by TVA but many outside contractors
from Bechtel, Stone and Webster, went
through, reevaluated all the monitors, walked
down the lines, reviewed the calculations,
reviewed all the procedures that go with the
calculations, and I subsequently came in and
reviewed that review to verify that they did
cover all the monitors. That appeared to be
a very thorough, very professional job.

Then I was present for much of the
preoperational testing. Your question
regarding the preoperational testing[:] the
monitors have been set up right now as they
will work during operations. There will be
some changes to the setpoints because of
changing background levels for some of the
monitors during power ascension, possibly,
and further [into] after they receive an
operating license. There will be some
changes to some of the monitors, but many of
them already have fixed setpoints. So that
has been established, and we will be
monitoring that, modifying the systems, where
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applicable, during the power ascension, I am
sure.

I have verified the training for personnel
that deal with the system. [This] involved a
complex group of people from operations to
chemistry to the health physics personnel.
They have all been well-trained. Where they
have found problems, they have addressed it.
They have addressed all those through
increased coordination. There were some
problems originally on some of the set up of
the monitors for some of the filter paper[;]
that problem was due to some misunderstanding
between groups of who was responsible. That
has been addressed properly now. Management
has increased the attention to, I think, the
daily review of the system through the plan
of the day[. D]iscussions have proven very
fruitful [in] addressing a lot of the
problems that we saw actually one year ago.

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

11. (p 79, 1 11)

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. JAUDON:

MR. EBNETER:

Okay.

Before you go on, let me ask one other
inspection question. We have inspected
[Thermo-Lag] and seal penetrations, were
there any --

Yes, we have, extensively. I don't have Mr.
Miller here who was the inspector in that
area, and I don't think Mr. Madden is here
either who was'the NRR representative who
assisted him, but we looked at their
configurations, we looked at what they
installed. Mr. Madden, I think, went down
and witnessed the testing, some of the
testing in the laboratory when they were
qualifying the configurations of [Thermo-
Lag].

I can tell you personally I know that I sent
the Staff my own note on the [Thermo-Lag]
installations, on the materials and the
qualifications of that material. When I
toured the plant, I talked with the
installers, and they commented to me that the
NRC inspector is around regularly to see them
on the installation. The NRR Staff actually

9



did the qualification of the configuration,
and Mr. Madden did those inspections.

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. RUSSELL:

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. WEST:

12. (p 80, 1 23)

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

.

MR. HEBDON:

MR. HEBDON:

MR. WEST:

Okay.

The testing that was witnessed involved both
[Thermo-Lag] testing and the fire penetration
seal testing that was done recently, and that
is documented in the Staff's safety
evaluation report.

I think there is someone who wants to speak.

I am Steven West, the chief of the fire
protection section in NRR. Mr. Madden is in
my section and I can just add a little bit
more. They did a total of 14 fire protection
inspections at Watts Bar, and with respect to
the [Thermo-Lag] installations and the
penetration seals, they did detailed
inspections[,] beginning [with a] kind of
cradle to grave review of the test plans
before tests were conducted at the test
laboratories, witnessed the qualification
tests[,] and made several inspections to
witness installations and followup
inspections.

Since I have you here, and Mr. Hebdon, will
you just reiterate for the Commission the
regulatory basis for the Watts Barr fire
protection program?

I believe that was on Slide 5, if we could
have that back, please.

Would you like to discuss some of those? I
am sorry, that was Slide 6.

Yes. Just quickly, if you look at the bullet
that says "Meets," and then there are four
sub-bullets under that, the actual regulatory
requirements would be General Design
Criterion 3, and 10 CFR Sections 50.48, and
it would be Paragraphs [(a) and {e)]. And
then the two following dashed bullets, the
Appendix A to the Branch Technical Position
and the sections that are listed [in]

10
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Appendix R would be'the licensee commitments
they made to meet the regulatory requirement.

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

13. (p 85, 1 25)

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. EBNETER:

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. TAYLOR:

Okay. Thank you.

I just have one comment, and then I will let
Commissioner Rogers ask his questions. You
know, you talk about taking grab samples in
lieu of the working radiation monitor. In
general, that is an operational methodology
and this is probably more to TVA than it is
to you. It doesn't seem like a good thing.

And I would agree with you, and particularly
if you don't watch it. You may be able to
live with'one grab sample, but you certainly
don't want to have two or three stations that
you need to take grab samples, particularly
during an emergency, the staff won't be able
to respond.

Right. So I would not like to see us in a
position where, because there is some wiggle
room, that there is some cumulative effect of
having a number of radiation monitors not
working. You were about to say something,
Mr. Taylor?

No. I agree with all that has been said.
When it comes to operator workarounds, you
almost have to look at the whole plant where
the y]'operations are going on and where we
have seen problems is where there is an
accumulation where equipment is operable but
in some type of condition which requires
specific operator actions to keep the
equipment running.

A lot of the equipment has automatic
features. That is the best way to run the
plant, to be basically (in] automatic. In
many cases, due to problems, you will see
people lose the automatic feature, but still
(be] able to operate the plant manually.
This is particularly true in balance of
(plant], heaters, (and] heater drains.

The reason we have talked a lot about'
operator workarounds is because we have seen
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*stations where 
events are complicated 

because

when the plant trips 
and there are

transients, there 
are just too many 

places

where the operators 
have been forced to 

be,

say, on manual [,] which do cause 
problems.

So I think it is one 
of those terms that 

is

getting more and 
more used, and I think the

industry is become 
more and more conscious 

--

I am not speaking 
specifically to 

TVA, but

across the board 
-- at what it means 

to

operators when equipment 
isn't in automatic

as it should be, 
and then the

responsibilities 
of operators, particularly

in transients, accumulate 
and sometimes they

are not fast enough 
to keep up with

everything. Do you agree with 
that?

MR. RUSSELL:Yes. 
In fact, let me 

illustrate with 
one

MR. RUSELL:example 
that i I probably fairly significant.

The steam tunnel 
area of a boiling 

water

reactor has a 
ventilation system 

to keep the

temperature down, 
and temperature 

monitors in

that room are one 
of the systems that 

are

used to initiate 
protection for a 

potential

steamline break. 
Some facilities 

on loss of

that ventilation 
have as short a 

time as 15

minutes for operators 
to take action 

to

verify that there 
is not a steamline 

break

and to bypass that 
automatic system 

or you

can get the mainsteam 
isolation valves

automatically 
closing as a result 

of a

ventilation problem. 
It is particularly

acute in.the summertime 
when temperatures 

are

higher-and you need 
ventilation.,

Those types of 
things, which 

are, in some

cases, related 
to balance of 

plant equipment

or nonsafety equipment, 
when the failure 

of

that equipment 
impacts other 

equipment where

rapid operator action 
has to be taken, 

those

kinds of things 
are the kinds of 

things we

are looking Efef] to. identify 
and correct.

MR. EBNETER: 
Your concern is 

justified, I think, if you

look back at plants 
that we have had 

trouble

with [in] the past from our 
meeting this

morning. The ones who get 
on the plant list

typically have a 
large number of 

so-called

"workarounds."-
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CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

MR. EBNETER:

14. (p 88, 1 24)

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

MR. EBNETER:

MR. JAUDON:

COMMI SSIONER ROGERS

MR. RUSSELL:

Right, and if there is an incident and you
were worried about the radiation increasing
in an area, one wouldn't have to be sending
somebody to that area to grab a sample,
right?

Certainly.

I think both presentations have been
quite complete. I think we have had a
good opportunity to ask questions, but I
would like to just raise the question
with you once again, and that is, how
confident are you.that the resolution of
the allegations received to date has
gotten to the point (w]here you can rule
out safety issues as delaying a full
power license?

I am pretty confident of it, but I will let
Mr. Jaudon elaborate some on it since he
monitors the plant closetly].

I have looked at these, I have had inspectors
go out and look at them. I look at them in
two levels. First is, without looking at the
issue or any specifics, if the issue is true,
what kind of a problem does that cause. And
then, second, after we have inspectors look
at them and what do we find, and do we think
it is correct or is it fully substantiated,
partially substantiated or not substantiated.
So we look at them in two different ways. I
am confident that even if they were all
full[y] substantiated, there wouldn't be a
safety issue, and most of them are not
substantiated or not fully substantiated,
only at best partially.

: And one can say that about all 29
allegations?

The point that I have been emphasizing in the
various meetings is to-make sure that we
follow the agency procedures for handling any
late filed allegations. That is not to say
that-while the Commission is deliberating on
what action the Commission should take that
we won't receive additional allegations. If
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we do, we will promptly inform the Commission
while this is pending with the Commission and
we will follow the'agency procedures.

We do have one issue that is currently
pending before the Commission that the
Commission could decide to pass back to the
Staff to handle in accordance with 10 CFR
2.206 relating to information that is
currently before the Commission. We are
working with the [G]eneral [C]ounsel's office
and, as you have heard, we have inspections
that are underway that are addressing some of
these issues.

I have not yet seen, for the one that is in
NRR, the package, should we handle this as a
2.206, which would address the notification
that would be published in the Federal
Register, along with the determination as to
why immediate action is not taken. Well,
that is essentially the same as completing
the late filed allegation process. That is,
if true, would there be an impact, et cetera.
That aspect needs to be completed.

As you have heard, the inspection is nearing
completion, work is going on within the
Staff, but that is not yet completed. So,
were the Commission to vote to authorize the
Staff to proceed with licensing, I would want
to at least make sure that aspect is
completed before authorizing a license, that
is, at least the notification as it relates
to the petition.

This is not a requirement. This is more as
it relates to the late filed allegation
process to look at those, to make judgments
as to whether there is anything which would
be significant or be a bar to licensing.
That is because the petition requests action
be taken against the low power license which
would, in fact, be superseded if a full power
license were to be issued.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20555

February 1, 1996
CHAIRMAN

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

James M. Taylor

Shirley Ann Jackson
I-,/O--,) 2

SECY-96-019, WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT 1 -
READINESS TO RECEIVE A FULL-POWER OPERATING
LICENSE

Before voting in this matter I request that the staff provide a
written response to the questions that I posed in the January 31,
1996 Commission meeting. In addition I request written answers
to three additional questions which follow. Please provide this
information by Monday, February 5, 1996.

1. How does the reliability of the Watts Bar radiation monitors
compare with the reliability experienced in the industry?

2. What is the inventory of spare parts for the radiation
monitors and how easy is maintaining this inventory?

3. Can the staff give assurance that the allegations in the
2.206 petition and referenced deviations do not contain any
health and safety or regulatory concerns that would affect
granting a full power operating license?.-

Finally, I would like assurance that TVA has committed to
accelerate the implementation of the vehicle bomb rule.

cc: Commissioner Rogers
SECY
OGC

EDO 000994
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